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Introduction 

 

This article seeks to further our under-       

standing of the Très Riches Heures as both a         

devotional manuscript and as a work of art        

through an extended consideration of one of       

its key images, the Fall of Humanity (Fig. 1).         

I will be especially concerned in this       

analysis with the ways in which the book’s        

patron, Jean, duc de Berry (died 1416),       

might have experienced the manuscript if he       

had lived to see its completion. In nego-        

tiating what I see as a tension between the         

book’s devotional concerns and its aesthet-      

ics, I will argue for an approach that I         

characterize here as post-theoretical. It will      

take the full space of this article to explain         

what that term means and how it might be         

applied to a work of art from the late Middle          

Ages. Suffice it to state at the outset that I          

will draw from various strands of theoretical       

work in the humanities developed over the       

past few decades but that my reading will        

also be cognizant of the ways in which my         

theoretical excurses fail to account fully for       

the rich hermeneutic potential of this one       

particular work of medieval art, which was       

likely created with the express intention of       

stimulating the Duke’s desires in multiple      

and even contradictory ways.  

 

 

Fig. 1. The Limbourg Brothers, the Très Riches        

Heures, folio 25v (image provided by the CNRS-IRHT        

© Chantilly, Bibliothèque du musée Condé). 
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It should be admitted at the outset that        

the notion of the “post-theoretical” as it has        

been applied in the humanities over the past        

few decades has been marked by conceptual       

inconsistencies, sometimes intentionally,   

across authors and disciplines. At its heart       

the term implies that there was once a        

period of academic inquiry that was marked       

by some sort of commitment to theory and        

that this time is now over.1 What those        

commitments entailed and how theory was      

defined as a collective enterprise is also not        

easily characterized—not to mention how to      

understand and characterize its decline. To      

flesh out the implications of our current       

post-theoretical condition requires us to     

define, however generally, the age of theory       

both in terms of key ideas and historical        

trajectory. In what follows I rely on scholars        

whose expertise in these matters is greater       

than mine. 

In attempting to define “theory,” which      

might also be referred to as “critical theory,”        

I will begin first with Jonathan Culler’s       

assertion that theory is “an American inven-       

tion.”2 What he would seem to mean by this         

is that the makings of what we call theory         

developed both in North America and Eu-       

rope, particularly in France, but that the       

individual components were assembled, cri-     

tiqued, and rethought within the walls of       

North American universities. In terms of the       

broad outlines of this body of thought, I am         

especially drawn to D.N. Rodowick’s concise      

characterization of the movement as a      

bringing together of semiotics, psycho-     

analysis, and Marxism.3 Principle concerns     

within this coming together of thought tra-       

ditions might be said to include ideology       

critique, the world as text, and critical his-        

toriographies. Using these formulations, the     

origins of theory would date to the 1950s or         

1960s with the acknowledgment of notable      

forerunners such as the Frankfurt school.4      

Dating the end of the age of theory is a          

difficult task, but the 1990s is often cited as         

a key time—although it should be admitted       

that there is still work being produced today        

that sits squarely within the intellectual her-       

itage of the age of theory.5 It simply comes         

after the period of theory’s greatest influ-       

ence. 

The period that comes next, the post-       

theoretical, extends this legacy but as a       

scholarly field of inquiry is marked by a        

complex temporality and topography. Some     

scholars still produce work that is continu-       

ous with the intellectual commitments of      

theory. Others are more conscious of the       

ways in which their work breaks with the        

past; I would label such thinkers as post-        

theoretical. Still others have ignored or re-       

sisted the ways in which theory has sought        

to transform humanistic inquiry.6 D.N.     

Rodowick, whose ideas about theory’s roles      

within the humanities (past and future) is       

among the most forceful and persuasive that       

I know, puts it thusly:  

…theory’s endings are recurrent, multiple,     

and interminable…each proclamation of its     

passing, every mournful eulogy or tri-      

umphant grave-dance, yields renewed and     

often powerful examinations of its powers,      

goals, histories, meanings, and values.7  

To follow the logical extension of his argu-        

ment requires us to think of the post-        

theoretical as simultaneously part of the his-       

tory of theory and separate from it, a kind of          

intellectual Möbius strip.8 

This then begs the question of how to        

differentiate theory from post-theory. Let     
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me offer one potential response. The philo-       

sopher and blogger Levi Bryant has written       

that theory: 

is a sort of strange work that precedes any-         

thing true, allowing that which does not ap-        

pear to appear. There is never a simple gaze         

or seeing, but rather there is always an        

apparatus that allows something to appear      

that would not otherwise appear. And there       

is no looking nor acting that doesn’t presup-        

pose an apparatus of appearance.9 

If the age of theory might be characterized        

by its development of methodologies and      

approaches (Bryant’s apparatuses of ap-     

pearance), I consider the post-theoretical     

period as being marked by the development       

of multiple spaces in which the legacy of        

theory has been evaluated and transformed.      

The scholarly spaces of the post-theoretical      

age are shaped by their objects of study as         

well as their methodological affinities and      

scholarly communities. The topography of     

these spaces is emphatically disaggregated     

and rhizomatic.10
As a whole, the post-       

theoretical enterprise is more global, more      

diverse, and more concerned with the ethics       

and affective ties of scholarship.11
It reflects       

the seismic shift that the 21st-century acad-       

emy has taken toward the contemporary      

and away from considerations of the      

historical. 

Again, it is worth quoting D.N.      

Rodowick, who imagines a central place for       

theory in the future of the humanities: “…I        

want to distinguish for the humanities a       

fluid metacritical space of epistemological     

and ethical self-examination that we may      

continue to call ‘theory’ should we wish to        

do so.”12
This openness with regard to the        

term “theory” and its relationship to past       

conceptualizations might be seen as another      

aspect of the post-theoretical; again, the      

topological and temporal borders of the      

project cannot be defined simplistically. 

How might all of this relate to the field         

of art history and more narrowly to the        

study of medieval art? These intersections      

create their own special set of challenges.       

First, each academic discipline, in a broad       

sense, carved out its own relationship to       

theory. Art history is arguably a discipline       

held together by its objects of study (how-        

ever diversely and fluidly they are defined)       

rather than by commitments to theories,      

methodologies, or historiographical ge-    

nealogies. The discipline is, in general, ide-       

ologically committed to a certain pragma-      

tism; it seeks “merely” to advance our       

knowledge of certain aspects of the world’s       

visual culture. In this respect, many of the        

experts in the field can be labeled as anti-         

theoretical.13
Still, if we adopt Levi Bryant’s       

position quoted above, then we are all the-        

orists of some sort. We all work to make         

things visible. We do not simply recover the        

past lives of images and objects, we narrate        

and frame them in all sorts of ways that         

presuppose Bryant’s notion of an “apparatus      

of appearance.” Closer to home the art his-        

torians Anne Harris and Karen Overbey      

argue for a similar notion of appearances:  

Every interpretive frame is a “future we       

want.” The frame is how we now present our         

works of art to the future: the frame is now          

the means of transference, claiming onto-      

logical status for any object as art. The        

frame will change (always), but it will be        

there (always).14 

How might we understand their claim      

that interpretation (or framing) claims     
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“ontological status for any object as art”? In        

considering a manuscript as well known and       

as complex as the Très Riches Heures, I will         

need to consider carefully the ways in which        

I bring the images not just to view but to          

life, how I characterize their dynamism and       

their cultural effects. Hopefully that will be       

made clear in the analysis below. 

Taken together, these three position     

statements (Rodowick’s, Bryant’s, Harris    

and Overbey’s) suggest either implicitly or      

explicitly that a more carefully theorized      

medieval art history might help us to think        

critically about the frameworks that we em-       

ploy for understanding visual culture and      

the ethical commitments that subtend our      

work as producers of knowledge in the       

twenty-first century. In this light it is worth        

noting a significant development in me-      

dieval studies across the disciplines in re-       

cent years—namely, the attempts by many      

to decolonize the field and produce an ap-        

proach to the period that is less white, more         

diverse, and more global.15
These issues of       

diversity and justice embody, I believe,      

Rodowick’s call for a humanities more at-       

tuned to issues of epistemology and ethics.       

The foregrounding of such issues offers us       

new ways forward. It also has the potential        

to help us think through the institutional       

constraints that limit and shape what we are        

able to say as scholars within the academy.16
        

With this in mind, we turn to a concrete ex-          

ample and attempt to bring a post-theore-       

tical point-of-view to the history of medieval       

art. 

 

The Très Riches Heures 

 

The Très Riches Heures is possibly the most        

famous manuscript of the late Middle      

Ages.17
It is a French prayer book that was         

begun for Jean, duc de Berry; the manu-        

script seems to have been written almost       

entirely by a single scribe and painted       

principally by the three Limbourg brothers      

(Pol, Jean, and Herman), who in turn were        

assisted by many other artists who worked       

on the secondary decoration of the book.18
       

The project was left unfinished at Jean de        

Berry’s death in 1416.19
The posthumous      

inventory of his belongings included the      

following entry: “Item, in a box, many       

quires of a very rich hours [très riches        

heures], that Pol and his brothers made,       

very richly historiated and illuminated,     

valued at 500 livres tournois.”20 

How might a post-theoretical orienta-     

tion affect the ways in which we look at the          

Très Riches Heures? What kind of new art        

historical understandings might result? In     

what follows I want to consider notions of        

male embodiment and how they might      

relate to the image of Adam in the manu-         

script; such a focus potentially has much to        

teach us about the fifteenth century and       

about our own practices as scholars of the        

past. A focus on the body, as well as on          

constructions of gender and sexuality, has      

undoubtedly impacted the study of the      

period but only barely when it comes to this         

particular manuscript. At stake is an ethics       

of desire, one that recognizes the repressed       

erotics of art history as a discipline.21 

In order to do this, one has to adopt         

multiple “apparatuses of appearance” (to     

appropriate Levi Bryant’s formulation dis-     

cussed above). In adding to the extensive       

bibliography on the manuscript, one has to       

recognize the ways in which it was been        

understood as an object—as a collection of       

paintings, as an unfinished manuscript with      
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a complex codicology, as a devotional book,       

as one book among many in a genealogy of         

aristocratic patronage, as an example of the       

international style, as a proto-Renaissance     

example of painterly naturalism, and as a       

work of almost obscene luxury (to name just        

a few). These are some general frameworks       

for understanding or narrating the manu-      

script; they strongly shape our current      

understanding of the book. In addition to       

this, there have been more markedly theo-       

retical approaches to the manuscript.22 

This article engages with these issues by       

attending closely to the miniature of the fall        

of humanity, examining it from different      

perspectives that take as their principal con-       

cern the body; each of these approaches has        

its own relationship to claims of historicity       

and embraces different ways of knowing      

(theological, scientific, and psychoanalytic).    

These frameworks might be understood as      

comprising a post-theoretical foundation for     

future work on the devotional aesthetics of       

the manuscript.23 

 

The Fall of Humanity 

 

If Jean de Berry had ever had the chance to          

use the manuscript for its intended pur-       

poses, prayer and devotion, he might have       

started at the opening depicted in Figures 1        

and 2. These pages mark the beginning of        

the Hours of the Virgin, a set of prayers to          

Mary, which is by definition the core text in         

any Book of Hours. The iconography seen       

here is relatively straightforward: on the      

left, the Garden of Eden with the fall of         

humanity and on the right, Gabriel’s      

Annunciation to Mary and the conception of       

Christ.24
The typology is simple and would       

have been well known: humanity’s fall had       

to be undone by Christ’s coming into the        

world to die. Nevertheless, the combination      

of these two images at the start of the Hours          

of the Virgin is unusual at this time—but not         

unprecedented.25 

 

 

Fig. 2. The Limbourg Brothers, the Très Riches        

Heures, folio 26r (image provided by the CNRS-IRHT        

© Chantilly, Bibliothèque du musée Condé). 

 

At left, Eve is seduced by a female-        

headed serpent. She then gives the fruit of        

the tree to Adam. God confronts them for        

their disobedience, and they are ejected      

from Paradise. On the facing page, Gabriel       

greets Mary as the dove of the Holy Spirit         

seems to alight on her head. God the Father         

and the angels look on from above. All of         

this seems made for a comfortable spur to        

devotion as one begins morning prayers.      
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Yet, for a medieval Christian, there was no        

neutral way of seeing this image. It directly        

interpellated the viewer in the Christian      

economy of salvation. Early Christian the-      

ologians, beginning as early as Justin      

Martyr (d. ca. 165), asserted that the serpent        

was the devil.26
Its female face dates only to         

the central Middle Ages and was chalked up        

to the notion that seduction was more easily        

accomplished in a familiar form, that is,       

with like seducing like.27
Mary becomes the       

new Eve, untainted by original sin and       

bringing forth the savior of humanity.  

Taken as a whole, the iconography of the        

Très Riches Heures is dominated by images       

of men, whether shown as individuals or in        

groupings.28
Given this fact, the painters      

might have expected Adam’s fallen body to       

receive special attention from the duke’s      

gaze. These painters, the three Limbourg      

brothers (Pol, Jean, Herman), created a      

strikingly unusual pose for Adam as he       

receives the fruit from Eve. Kneeling, he       

twists his body to take the fruit, giving the         

viewer a glimpse of both his buttocks and        

genitals. He has been cited by scholars as an         

example of the Limbourgs’ interest in an-       

cient art; a statue now in Aix is one work          

that has been adduced to support this claim,        

and it certainly may be the case that clas-         

sical statuary was an inspiration for the       

artists when painting this figure (Fig. 3). Yet        

it should also be noted that the Limbourgs        

had used this kneeling-Adam motif several      

years earlier in their unfinished moralized      

Bible, a manuscript begun by Jean and Pol,        

probably in 1402, for Philip the Bold, Duke        

of Burgundy, the brother of Jean de Berry        

(Fig. 4).29
It is the text of this earlier manu-          

script that can help us understand the       

contorted Adam in the Très Riches Heures.       

There, we read in Latin and French that        

when one obeys the will of the Devil one         

becomes entwined by the mouth, the neck,       

the loins, the limbs, and the feet.30
In this         

formulation of embodiment, sin moves     

downward from the head toward the feet. In        

the image of Adam, we see virtually all of         

these body parts as well as his orifices, all         

caught unaware and about to be entrapped       

by the devil, a striking visualization of the        

fallen body. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Defeated Persian, Roman copy of a Greek         

sculpture of ca. 200 BCE (Musée Granet, Ville        

d'Aix-en-Provence; image supplied by the museum). 

 

It is important to note that later me-        

dieval theologians generally argued that     

Adam and Eve would have been without lust        

before the Fall.31
There was an ordered bo-        

dily harmony at work in the Garden that        

prevented sins of desire. In the image of the         

contorted Adam, however, we see a body       

both open to sin and disordered by it in his          

final moments before consuming the for-      

bidden fruit. A medieval viewer might have       

understood this image to present a polymor-       

phous sexual awakening about to take place. 
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Fig. 4. The Limbourg Brothers, Bible moralisèe, folio        

3v (detail) (image provided by the Bibliothèque       

nationale de France). 

 

 

The text passage from the moralized      

Bible that was referenced above was found       

in the manuscript painted by Pol and Jean,        

but the formulation can be traced back to        

the earliest surviving moralized Bible     

(Vienna, ÖNB, codex 2554), a royal manu-       

script of ca. 1220 (Fig. 5). In this manu-         

script, the devil’s ensnarement of the fallen       

body is linked to same-sex desire in an        

image of two same-sex couples, one female       

and one male. This representation of      

sodomitical sex has been much reproduced      

by scholars in recent decades and is given        

extended analysis by Robert Mills in his       

recent book on the visualization of sodomy       

in the Middle Ages.32
Mills situates this       

image in the context of anti-sodomitical      

discussions that would have been familiar to       

Fig. 5. Anonymous artists, Bible moralisèe, folio 2r        

(detail) (image provided by the Österreichische      

Nationalbibliothek). 

 

 

 

learned clerics in and around the Paris       

schools ca. 1200. Key intellectuals such as       

Peter the Chanter and William of Auvergne       

continued a tradition developed by monastic      

writers in the eleventh and twelfth cen-       

turies. For Mills, this tradition of thought is        

clear cut in its claims that only those pos-         

sessed by demons would engage in      

sodomy.33
Something of the pervasiveness of      

this logic is suggested by the moralized       

Bibles themselves, which replicated this     

particular commentary text and image     

across multiple iterations and into the fif-       

teenth century when the Limbourg brothers      

joined the list of artists called on to produce         

this very special type of luxury book. Up        

until that time as well, the image of the Fall          

had remained stable in the manuscripts,      
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with Adam and Eve shown flanking the tree        

in each exemplar. The Limbourg brothers,      

however, changed that, creating what might      

be called the sodomitical Adam. They also       

changed the commentary image; instead of      

same sex couples, it now shows a single        

heterosexual couple and a man adoring an       

idol. The change in the two images might be         

understood as reflecting a change in the       

ways in which human sexual desire was       

understood by intellectuals in the late      

Middle Ages. 

Here, some speculation is required.     

When the two Limbourg brothers, Jean and       

Pol, were working for the Duke of Burgundy        

(1402–1404) on the moralized Bible men-      

tioned above, they lived in Paris in the home         

of the duke’s physician, Jean Durand, who       

was effectively charged with supervising     

their progress. Durand was a canon of       

Notre-Dame. In addition to medicine, he      

was also an expert in astrology. An estate        

document listing his worldly goods in the       

wake of his July 1416 death has recently        

been studied by Donatella Nebbiai.34
It      

makes clear that Durand’s house, within the       

cloister of Notre-Dame, was remarkably     

lavish. We know that the Duke of Burgundy        

stayed there on more than one occasion       

when visiting Paris. The brothers were thus       

living in a milieu both aristocratic and intel-        

lectual. Jean Durand had a substantial li-       

brary in his home. From their landlord they        

could have learned something about late      

medieval understandings of the body and      

human sexuality. 

 

Human sexuality and the fallen body 

 

Jean Durand’s library included a copy of the        

pseudo-Aristotelian text known as the Prob-      

lemata. This large compendium is divided      

into 38 sections and consists of question-       

and-answer discussions of various topics     

relating to natural philosophy. The exact      

relationship of the text to Aristotle is de-        

bated. Whether or not the Limbourgs      

learned anything from this text via Durand       

is of course impossible to say. Nevertheless,       

this text and its commentary tradition in the        

late Middle Ages formed the important site       

for discussions of human sexuality and de-       

sire. This phenomenon has been given an       

in-depth examination by Joan Cadden in      

her recent book on the ways in which late         

medieval academics understood same-sex    

desire.35
Importantly, Cadden’s study de-     

monstrates that the Problemata’s investi-     

gations of the natural world were of interest        

not only to scholars but to aristocrats and        

the world of the court as well.36 

Cadden’s main concern in this study is a        

consideration of the tradition in which      

natural philosophers of the later Middle      

Ages were keen to understand why it was        

that some men enjoyed anal stimulation,      

arguing that there could, in some cases, be a         

biological (and thus natural) basis for such a        

pleasure, even though the acts that resulted       

were traditionally categorized as sodomi-     

tical and hence sinful.37
This understanding      

of human sexuality goes against the earlier,       

mostly monastic traditions discussed by     

Mills, in which sodomitical acts were uni-       

versally condemned as diabolically inspired.     

Cadden is able to show that late medieval        

intellectuals chipped away at this mono-      

lithic notion. The play of sexual desire in the         

world was seen as complex, being shaped by        

both biology and habit. I am reducing her        

arguments here, but suffice it to say that an         

educated viewer of the early fifteenth      
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century might have seen in the Limbourgs’       

Adam a provocative visualization of the      

male body in a fallen and disordered state,        

potentially sodomitical, something that    

might be mapped onto the devotional reader       

of the manuscript.38 

Adam’s fallen body thus becomes a key       

figure in the psychodynamics of devotion in       

the manuscript. It might even be said to be         

the degree zero of the book’s devotional       

aesthetics and its privileging of bodies either       

fallen or saved, for one of the things that I          

want to argue for the Très Riches Heures is         

that its imagery shows a special concern       

with male embodiment. How might this      

affect our understanding of the manuscript      

as a devotional book? Here, I think that        

queer theory can help us. In this regard I         

have found Tim Dean’s book Beyond      

Sexuality to be of help.39
Its brand of queer         

theory is psychoanalytic, specifically Lacan-     

ian, something which feels a bit out of        

fashion at the moment, but I don’t think        

that trends need to dictate our use of theory         

for a post-theoretical understanding of me-      

dieval culture. Taken as a body of thought,        

theory does not demonstrate continuing     

progress toward some notion of truth or       

greater explanatory force. Instead, our cur-      

rent post-theoretical moment allows us to      

create new intellectual genealogies, new     

assemblages of thought models (a topic to       

which I will return in my conclusion). In        

Dean’s rethinking of traditional queer     

theory, he argues that desire, as a feature of         

psychic life, should be considered distinct      

from sexuality. His Lacanian approach ar-      

gues that desire begins with an illusory lost        

object and that that perceived loss marks       

the body. Desire then operates largely with-       

in our unconscious where it shapes our       

subjectivity and sense of embodied exper-      

ience. Dean stresses that the subsequent      

objects of our desires, which follow from the        

illusion of an original lost object, are “mul-        

tiple, partial, not necessarily gendered, not      

necessarily genital.”40
I want to consider      

how notions such as this might transform       

our understanding of the Très Riches      

Heures in its late medieval courtly and       

devotional contexts. 

I would argue that a roughly Lacanian       

structuration of desire and subjectivity is      

presented in the Eden miniature, and that       

this structuration is written on the body.       

Eve’s body is aligned with the serpent       

through the mirroring of their faces. The       

instantiation of Eve’s conscious desire to      

disobey might be said to begin with the        

serpent’s voice and gaze (see Genesis 3). In        

the wake of the Fall, the fruit of the tree, as           

symbol and stand-in for Paradise, arguably      

becomes the ultimate lost object in Judeo-       

Christian culture; in this way Eden as an        

internalized but lost space might be said to        

structure the sexual unconscious of me-      

dieval Christianity. In the Très Riches      

Heures Adam’s body is marked by this loss        

and presented by the Limbourgs as a col-        

lection of surfaces and openings, marked      

out as the potential future sites of pleasures        

and sins. In keeping with the biblical text,        

both Adam and Eve’s shame mark their       

bodies and also signify the loss of Paradise.        

In the Très Riches Heures their final look        

back at Eden during the expulsion is ob-        

structed by the gaze of the seraph who evicts         

them, signaling their exile and their dis-       

tance from God. 

Read in concert with Dean’s Beyond      

Sexuality, the Eden page might be seen as        

functioning as an example of what he       
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describes as the “mediating relationships of      

nonhuman forms,” which he suggests co-      

exist with sexual experiences in what he       

refers to as “the broader matrix of rela-        

tionality.”41
Here, I think that the provo-       

cative final line of Dean’s book might help        

us to think in non-traditional ways about       

the Eden image: “Beyond sexuality lie the       

myriad possibilities of aesthetics.”42
In this      

light, the Eden page might be seen as a         

condensation of contemporary ideas about     

embodiment and desire, pleasure and loss.      

In this regard we might think about Adam’s        

fallen body as a constellation of surfaces       

open to multiple desires and multiple plea-       

sures, existing beyond traditional notions of      

gender and sexuality. For medieval viewers,      

such a structuring (or unstructuring) might      

have evoked the monstrous, thus position-      

ing the figure of Adam as a body to be repu-           

diated by the viewer as he begins morning        

prayers. 

Yet the image also might have func-       

tioned as a site for the sublimation of same-         

sex desires within a devotional context or       

even simultaneously as a site of pleasure in        

contemplating both the male and female      

nude (as well as the overall beauty of the         

page). These various pleasures are worth      

considering, in part, because Jean de Berry       

was accused of sodomy or at least the        

appearance of it in his lifetime.43
The       

chronicler Jean Froissart (d. 1405?) sug-      

gested this, as did an unnamed author in a         

poem of 1406 known as the Songe       

véritable.44
These accusations have been     

given the most thorough consideration by      

Michael Camille in his 2001 article on Jean        

de Berry and more recently by Sherry       

Lindquist in an article on the Belles Heures,        

also painted by the Limbourg brothers for       

Jean de Berry.45
Both authors offer re-       

markably sophisticated readings of Jean de      

Berry’s manuscripts in relation to notions of       

gender, sexuality, and devotion. Lindquist     

argues that the imagery of the earlier Belles        

Heures tests the Duke’s gaze with alluring       

figures, both male and female, that might       

potentially evoke impure thoughts when     

they should be received penitentially.     

Camille’s study of the Très Riches Heures       

offers a layered and complex consideration      

of the Duke, weaving together ideas about       

his sexuality, collecting habits, and personal      

faith into an organic whole that reflects the        

complexity and contradictions of late me-      

dieval court culture. Both Camille and      

Lindquist exemplify Tim Dean’s approach to      

thinking about human sexuality within a      

“broader matrix of relationality.” It would      

seem almost certain that neither Camille      

nor Lindquist was familiar with Dean’s      

Beyond Sexuality when they wrote their      

articles on Jean de Berry, but their readings        

of the Belles Heures and Très Riches Heures        

are, to my mind, fully compatible with       

Dean’s model of humanity’s relations with      

aesthetic objects.  

Camille and Lindquist are both aware      

that we cannot draw conclusions about Jean       

de Berry’s sexual history and/or identity      

from the text sources that accused him of        

sodomitical tendencies; those medieval    

authors were, in fact, concerned with doing       

damage to the Duke’s reputation. Given that       

Cadden’s work, as discussed above, demon-      

strates that there were new and evolving       

notions of human sexuality in the late me-        

dieval period, we should avoid speaking of       

an individual’s sexual orientation at this      

time and rather consider those medieval      

constructions of sexuality that depended on      
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both “biology” and “habit,” as defined vari-       

ously by different authors. Whether Jean de       

Berry was open to the myriad and complex        

pleasures and warnings offered by the Eden       

miniature in the Très Riches Heures will       

likely never be known. 

 

Conclusion 

 

As a means of drawing my argument to a         

close, let me return to the idea of the         

“interpretive frame” as theorized by Harris      

and Overbey. The interpretive frames that      

have shaped my understanding of the Très       

Riches Heures and given “ontological sta-      

tus” to its imagery have been multiple.       

Refracting the miniature of the Fall of       

Humanity through the work of Robert Mills,       

Joan Cadden, and Tim Dean has allowed me        

to construct an argument that I have charac-        

terized as post-theoretical. It is those      

authors’ own theoretical positions that allow      

me to assume that stance. Each of my three         

interlocutors in this article has staked out       

their own personal relationship to theo-      

retical inquiry. Cadden’s book is rigorously      

historicist and rooted in manuscript     

sources; on the surface, it might not seem to         

be theoretical at all. Yet as she notes in her          

introduction, her book “would exist neither      

in the listing of the publisher nor in the         

mind of the author were it not for the         

urgency of issues surrounding lesbian, gay,      

bisexual, and transgender voices, relation-     

ships, and rights that are relevant to our        

particular time and place.”46
This ethical      

subtext, to my mind, marks the book out as         

a post-theoretical project. Mills offers a      

more overtly theorized approach to me-      

dieval studies with his provocative collision      

of modern categories of sexuality with      

medieval texts and images to produce new       

understandings of the interrelations of     

sexuality and gender in the pre-modern; in       

making his points he has recourse to the        

work of Michel Foucault, Judith Butler, Eve       

Kosofsky Sedgwick, Jack Halberstam,    

Heather Love, and other important theo-      

rists. Finally, Dean’s work may seem the       

most purely theoretical of the three as his        

text positions itself within the legacy of       

queer theory as it emerged in the 1990s. Yet         

his work also stands apart from that inher-        

itance, for he has also been a sharp critic of          

what might be called orthodox queer      

theory.47
It is in the overlay of these various         

authors’ interpretive frames that my own      

post-theoretical readings are made possible. 

Had Jean de Berry lived to see a        

complete version of the Très Riches Heures,       

his use of this devotional manuscript might       

very well have been animated by his own        

interpretive frames. His experience of the      

manuscript would likely have been driven      

by desires that were simultaneously sal-      

vational, political, aesthetic, and erotic. By      

the time of the making of this manuscript,        

the duke was already in his seventies, and        

this manuscript, his final prayer book, had       

become a multi-year project with no end       

date in sight. The finished book might have        

given him the chance to seek forgiveness       

while contemplating both his public and      

private sins during a time of social and        

political crisis for the French monarchy.48 

A post-theoretical understanding of the     

manuscript recognizes that the play of      

desire which exists in the encounter be-       

tween viewer and object is not easily defined        

and not easily circumscribed; it is often not        

conscious to the artists and patron in ques-        

tion. Roland Betancourt has written insight-      
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fully about the potential of a post-theo-       

retical psychoanalytic approach to such     

issues: 

Even divorced from all psychoanalytic     

methodologies, the trope of the unconscious      

imaginary serves as a potent tool through       

which to incise historical spaces for resis-       

tance and dissent, despite the placid or       

coherent narratives into which we have been       

thrown. 

and 

The examination of the unconscious pro-      

duces a narrative with a plurality of voices        

that exist amidst and within the dominant       

narratives of any given ideological field.49 

It is in this resistance to the dominant art         

historical narratives of luxury patronage and      

artistic genius that a post-theoretical     

understanding of the Très Riches Heures      

might emerge. It might begin with some-       

thing as seemingly straightforward as the      

tension between the manuscript’s status as      

devotional object and as work of art. The        

post-theoretical narratives that would    

emerge would recognize and  build upon the  

 

 

 

many interpretive frames that have been      

assembled by scholars in their attempts to       

understand the work; the resulting scholar-      

ship would consider the explanatory force      

and rhetoric of these different accounts and       

the ways in which they have contributed to        

the discipline of art history. Equally impor-       

tant would be an embracing of new stories        

rooted in an ethical commitment to history       

beyond the master narratives that continue      

to shape the history of art in its mostly con-          

servative iterations. One aspect of this      

would be a commitment to the complexity       

of pre-modern sexualities as revealed in the       

art of the period. Pioneering work in this        

area has already been done by scholars who        

have focused their attention on medieval      

women and on constructions of gender in       

medieval culture; the study of medieval      

sexuality in its complex diversity is now in        

the process of catching up.50
In this regard        

the figure of the “sodomitical” Adam in the        

Très Riches Heures is just the tip of the         

proverbial iceberg. His monstrous beauty     

can serve as a point of departure leading us         

toward new understandings of a manuscript      

that is far less familiar than it seems.  
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